Abstract-A simulation of BB84 protocol of QKD using photonic simulator OptiSystem is demonstrated. The simulation is divided into two categories which are without security attacks scenario and with several attacks scenario that consists of Intercept and Resend and sent new qubits. The simulation results meet the theory of BB84. This project is able to provide better understanding about the quantum key distribution process especially in BB84 protocol.
I. INTRODUCTION
The security has become one of the most important tasks in wired and wireless network. In order to have a good security in the network, it must achieve all the security goals which are, authentication, confidentiality, available, integrity and access control. In the communication fields, cryptographic technique is commonly used for secure communications. Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard introduced the first Quantum Key Distribution in 1984 known as BB84 protocol [1] . The main idea of this protocol is the sender can send a random secret key that are encoded in polarization of photons to the receiver in a form of string of photons. This protocol is based on Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle that can guarantee an eavesdropper cannot measure the photon that send from Alice to Bob without disturbing the photons state in a noticeable way [2] .
II. BB84 PROTOCOL
In BB84 protocol, rectilinear basis (+) and diagonal basis (×) is used are the basis sequence. Rectilinear basis consist of two polarization state which is horizontal polarization (0 • ) and vertical polarization (90 • ). The horizontal and the vertical polarization represent of 0 and 1 bit. It is same goes to the diagonal basis that consist of two polarization state which are 45 represent 0
• bit and -45
• represent 1 bit. Table I shows the bit value representation by BB84. 
The first phase of this protocol is Alice will communicate to Bob using quantum channel. Alice will pick randomly string of bit and she will randomly choose a basis either diagonal or rectilinear. Then, she will send a bit for each photon with corresponding polarization to Bob. When Bob receive the bit that Alice gave to him, he will measure the photon's polarization by a randomly chosen basis. The percentage of Bob getting the same basis with Alice is in 50% chances. If there is a presence of Eve at this moment, Eve will approximately obtain the correct bit by 25% [3] .
For the second phase, Bob will contact Alice in the classic channel to tell her what basis that he used to measure each photon. Alice will compare Bob basis and her basis and will inform back to Bob whether he used the correct basis for each photon. After doing this, both of Alice and Bob will discard the photon that Bob measured with a different basis. Lastly, Alice and Bob will have an identical string of bits that known as sifted key [4] .
III. PROPOSED MODELING AND SIMULATION SETUP
In this modeling and simulation, we used the OptiSystem TM 7.0 software that offers optical communication devices simulator. The components that we used in this simulation are User Defined Bit Sequence Generator, Optical Gaussian Pulse Generator, Optical Attenuator, Linear Polarizer, Polarization Rotator, Select, Optical Fiber, Switch and Polarization Analyzer. In this simulation the User Defined Bit Sequence Generator, Optical Gaussian Pulse Generator and Optical Attenuator component is used to produce single photon per pulse [5] . The linear polarizer and polarization rotator is used to make the photon in the desirable angle. The function of switch is to generate randomness in sending the polarization of photon during transmitting and during detection using rectilinear or diagonal basis detection [6] .
A. BB48 Protocol Simulation Fig. 1 shows the simulation setup for BB84. We used four units of each user defined bit sequence generator, optical Gaussian pulse generator and optical attenuator to create a single photon per pulse. We set the optical attenuator to 30 dB and the input power is 0.0002 Watts. After we were able to get a single photon per pulse propagate thought the optical fiber, we set four type of polarizer which are vertical horizontal, right diagonal and left diagonal. There are 100 sets of iteration in this simulations and each iteration, the component 'select' will choose randomly one of the polarization angles to set a qubit to the receiver side via optical fiber. The component 'select' is also used at the receiver side to simulate the randomness of selecting the diagonal or liner polarization [7] . Lastly, the polarization analyzer is used to measure the angle of the photon detected.
Fig. 1: BB84 without Eve

B. BB84 Operation with Eve's Attacks
In our simulation shown in Fig. 2 , we utilized a simple model of demonstrating the attacks. We generalize the Eve's attack usually based on Intercept-Resend attack strategy and sending a new qubit to Bob. Eve is connected between Alice and Bob. She launched attack to obtain the key or information from the transmitter Eve able to intercept on received qubits and measure the qubits with rectilinear polarizers and diagonal polarizers shown in the figure. Eve will resent the qubit to Bob after she had measure it. Another attack that Eve are able to do is she can send a new qubit to Bob. Further, she sends new qubit to Bob that are no related to what Alice had sent. We use 'select' component for Eve's attacks. The total number of sweep iteration is 100. Finally, we compare the polarization basis between Alice, Eve and Bob's. Table II shows the simulation result with and without the Eve's attack on BB84. Alice Bob will keep the sifted key and discard any bit that they having different basis. We can see that, even with the presence of Eve, Alice and Bob still can maintain the secrecy of their bit. Meanwhile Fig. 3 shows the result of the same photon sent by Alice and received by Bob in the same basis with the absence of Eve. Based on our simulation which have iteration of 100, we found that number of qubits receives by Bob is roughly half of what Alice had sent which is 54 same basis of qubits. Fig. 4 shows the result of the same photon sent by Alice and received by Bob in the same basis with the presence of Eve. The result combines two attacks which are 'intercept and resent' and 'Eve send a new qubit' to Bob. The result shown that number of qubits receives by Bob is roughly half of what Alice had sent which is 54 same basis of qubits in are 'intercept and resent attack' and the correct qubit that Eve get is almost half compare to Bob. In this case we can say that the percentage of Bob obtains the qubit in same basis is 50% and 25% for Eve. In sending new qubit scenario attack, we can notice that the percentage of of Bob get the qubit in same basis is slight lower that intercept and resent attack. However, the percentage of Eve getting the correct qubit is still half of percentage of Bob. We have simulated BB84 protocol of QKD using photonic simulator OptiSystem. It has been proved from this simulation that we are able to get the result similar with the theory.
